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Question: 1 
   
Which four Client Software Libraries can be used for developing applications with Oracle Internet of 
Things (IoT) Cloud Service? 
Response: 
 
A. C POSIX 
B. Java SE 
C. .NET 
D. JavaScript  
E. Android 
F. VB Script 
 

Answer: ABDE     
 

Question: 2 
   
What policy is required to be in an API if that API is to be used under a Plan? 
Response: 
 
A. Application Rate Limiting 
B. BaiscAuth 
C. Key Validation 
D. Interface Filtering 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 3 
   
Which two are types of style patterns available while creating integration with Oracle Integration Cloud 
(OIC)? 
Response: 
 
A. Notification 
B. Metadata 
C. Orchestration 
D. Map Data 
 

Answer: CD     



 

Question: 4 
   
What is the "Decision Table" in Business Rules in Process Cloud Service? 
Response: 
 
A. a range value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed value ranges for the input 
and output data objects of a decision 
B. a decision matrix that organizes if/then rules into a spreadsheet-like format, where rows represent 
conditions and actions, and columns match condition values to action alternatives 
C. an if/then rule that has one or more conditions (if statements) that together are true or false, and one 
or more actions (then statements) that are applied if the conditions are true 
D. a value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed values for the input and output 
data objects of a decision 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 5 
   
What are the correct steps involved in Business process creation in Process Cloud Service? 
Response: 
 
A. Visio (vdx), BPMN 2.0 (bpmn) and XPDL 2.x (xpdl) 
B. Perform WSDL configuration, XML message definition and web page design 
C. Create an Abstract, Design Services, Set up Notify, Configure Send and Receive and Decisions 
D. Create a process; assign roles to the process; Design the flow; Configure flow element properties; 
Define the data and then Associate the data 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 6 
   
You have been tasked with provisioning a Managed File Transfer (MFT) Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure (OCI). Which of provisioning requirement is NOT valid? 
Response: 
 
A. You must create a Virtual Cloud Network in OCI with at least two subnets. 
B. You are required to obtain an authentication token for an Object Storage bucket within an accessible 
OCI compartment. 
C. You can use any Oracle Database instance running in either OCI or OCI Classic. 
D. Provisioning MFT requires creating a SOA Cloud Service instance in OCI choosing "MFT Cluster" as a 
service type. 



 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 7 
   
Which two are NOT default start and end events in Process Cloud Service? 
Response: 
 
A. Folder start and None end event 
B. SOAP start and SOAP end event 
C. None start and end event 
D. Task start and end event 
 

Answer: BD     
 

Question: 8 
   
Which two actions can be repositioned in integration with Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC)? 
Response: 
 
A. Function Call 
B. Switch 
C. Stage File with Read File in Segments 
D. Stage File 
 

Answer: AD     
 

Question: 9 
   
You provision an Oracle SOA Cloud Service instance and specify a compute shape so that the JVM heap 
size for WebLogic Serve, and Load Balancer processes are determined automatically. 
Which statement is correct after provisioning the instance in this scenario? 
Response: 
 
A. You can change the heap size to a maximum GB. 
B. You can change the heap size by logging a Oracle Cloud Support Service Request. 
C. You can change the heap size by using the Weblogic Server Administration Console. 
D. You cannot change the heap size once the Service Instance is provisioned. 
 

Answer: C     
 



Question: 10 
   
You want to configure SOA Cloud Service instance to allow for a cluster of three WebLogic server 
instances. Which is a valid consideration when configuring the Load Balancer within your SOA instance? 
Response: 
 
A. A SOA instance can include up to three load balancer virtual machine nodes. 
B. Each load balancer node will share the same public IP address utilizing virtual routing redundancy 
protocol (VRRP). 
C. Load balancer configuration may only be configured after the SOA instance cluster has been 
provisioned. 
D. Oracle Traffic Director (OTD) is the only available implementation option. 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 11 
   
Which two statements are true about “Decision Snapshots”? 
(Choose two.) 
Response: 
 
A. Decision model can be activated on DMN server 
B. Decision snapshots are read-only copies of a decision model 
C. These snapshots, once activated, cannot be used independently in multiple applications 
D. You cannot delete the decision model snapshot that has already been activated 
 

Answer: BD     
 

Question: 12 
   
Which “Decision Table” is used to configure decision logic in process application? 
(Choose the best answer.) 
Response: 
 
A. a decision matrix that organizes if/then rules into a spreadsheet-like format, where rows represent 
conditions and actions, and columns match condition values to action alternatives 
B. a range value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed value ranges for the input 
and output data objects of a decision 
C. a value set in a spreadsheet-like format that defines a list of allowed values for the input and output 
data objects of a decision 
D. an if/then rule that has one or more conditions (if statements) that together are true or false, and 
one or more actions (then statements) that are applied if the conditions are true 



 

Answer: D     
 


